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Baruch To Close
Doors Early

By Derrick White
B a ru c h College is now
threatened with the possibility of
this
prematurely
closing
semester, and contingency
plans are now being considered
by the administration in the
event of a forced closing.

In an interview President
Wingfield said tlilat the City
University faces a cash shortfall
of about $32 million which is
needed to complete the school
year. At present the President
said, there is a "90 per,cent
probability that there will Aot be
a furlough." However, he noted
that he had advised the faculty
that they should stmctt:Jre their
courses in such a way to be able
to give an "equitable grade"
r early
shou Id a tu rlou g h
closure occur. The President
still insists that other forces will
determine the future financial

support of the University.

The President was no doubt
referring to the politicians in
Albany who are presently con
sidering a supplementary ap-

propriation tor the City Univer
sity. If the additional _funds are
not approved, there will be only
one choice left to av0id an early
closing and that is a negotiated
settlement between the Board of
Higher E ducation and the
Professional Staff Congress. thf
faculty union.
On May 6 The New York Times
reported that Governor Carey
has called tor the SHE to ap
prove a plan for tuition at the
City University comparable to
the State University system. The
charges as reported by the
Times wou Id be $750 per year tor
freshmen an<tl sophomores and
$900 for jwniors and seniors
begiAniAg in September.
0n the Baruch campus
rumors spread quickly around
the c mpus aeout the imminent
closing of the sch0ol. In
structors added to the confusion
because several of them advised
their classes that the closing by
May 24 was definite. However, at
this moment nothing is certain
and the exact future ot the City
University is still in doubt.

Factors In Marketing Dept

Professor Conrad Berenson
was elected Chairman of the
Marketing Department last Thur
sday in a heated election at
mosphere. Professor BereAson
replaces the distinguished
Professor I Harold Kellar, who
many students of marketing as
well as faculty in the Marketing
Department held in the highest
regard. Professor Kellar, who
suffered a heart attack last year
did not run for re-election.
It was told to The Reporter (by
Professor William Rosen) that
there was much animosity over
Professor Berenson's election.
Professor Berenson refused to
allow any students to monitor
the election, a custom which the
Marketing Department has long
held. Even Professor Kellar, we
were told, could not get him to
allow students to monitor the
proceedings. This action by
Professor Berenson was called
a "disastrous tendency" by
Professor Rosen, who has
always been a spokesman for
students rights. Professor Rosen
said that if student input is
disregarded at the college, then
things are really bad. He emphasized that the stuElents were
not being asked to vote, but only
to monitor the proceedings as
has always been customary in
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the very progressive Marketing
Department.
Mr. Rosen, who was most .up
set al what had taken place, said
that Professor Berenson who is
an elitist feels that some basic
Marketing courses should be
dropped from the curriculum, as
well as eliminating the adjunct
staff, who Professor Rosen
stated, Dr. Berenson does not
care for.
Mr. Rosen also told The
Reporter that Professor Beren
son's walking out of the Depart
ment meeting shortly. after he
was elected Chairman of the,
Marketing Department tac
tionalized the entire department.
Another occurrence which ap
parently had much impact on
the elections, was Dr. Beren
son's insistence that the faculty
without professional tenure had
no vote. By disenfranchising this
segment of the faculty it is
believed that Professor Beren
son excluded one of the most
progressive and student orien
ted elements of the Marketing
Departmen.t .
The Marketing Department
which has always had a tradition
of staying open late to ac
commodate evening session
students, it -is now believed, has
taken a step backwards because
of the heavy handed actions of
Professor Berenson last Thursd��ither Professor Berenson nor
Professor Kellar were available for
comment by press time on Friday.

Ladies Locker Fire:

Bomb Scare Too

Facuity Union
upports Strike

The City University faculty
union is urging its members to
By Paul Schwartz
6:00 p.m.) in the same building.
support and hot penalize
May 5, 1976 - At ap A paper bag, containing a soda
students -absenting fhemselves
proximately 8:45 p.m. the 23rd bottle, witll two wires protruding
from class in order to fight
Street building was evacuated was discovered hidden behind a
tuition and further cutbacks.
due to a fire in the 7th floor radiator. The wires were p·laced
Staff
Professional
The
ladies locker room. An in in such a position that it ap Congress voted last night to
vestigation showed that a match peared as if they would explode
push for legislative approval of
had been thrown into a locked if they touched. The fraudulent
the union plan of equity for
locker. This caused the contents device was removed by the CUNY in the State funding for
to begin to smolder ana produce Bomb Squad, without disrupting
mula.
a great deal of smoke. Once the the school.
The State now pays only 50
smoke was discovered, an alarm
MT. Max Linden, in a
per cent of the operating costs
was placed with the Fire Dept. telephone interview, said that
of CUNY's senior colleges, as
While the firemen were on their these things were done probably
compared with 100 per cent of
way to the school, the main for some sort of harassment pur
SUNY's,- minus fees and tuition
tenance and security depart poses. When I asked if he felt
in both cases. The union plan
ments had representatives on that these two incrdents were
would provide "a ·budgeted buf
the scene. Maintenance was connr&ted in some say, he said,
fer against -tuition through a
(
able to Break open the lock and "it was hard to say."
reduction of equitable state fun
security put out the fire with the
These two incidents are just · ding by an.amount equivalent to
aid of fire extinguishers. two more in what seems to be a
tuition at SUNY levels."
Students were able to re-enter series of disruption and
Anticipating an intensification
the school at approximately harassment toward the school.
of student strike actions and
Tt'le person or persons behind
demOnstrat.\ons next week.. the
9:10.
union voted last night to urge its
This fire followed elose on the these actions or the reason for
members to "assist and advise
heels of a bomb scare that oc their happening has not yet
students engaged in responsible
curred earlier (approximately at been found.
actions aimed at achieving the
above policy within the law."
It also' told its members to
"accommodate and make
EVENING SESSION STUDENT ELECTIONS POSTPONED
special provision for meeting
NEW DATES: Monday, May 17, 1976 & Tuesday, May 18,
the educa.t ional needs of
1976
stu·dents absenting themselves
· All applications must be received by Wednesday, May 12,
from classes and other regular
19
, 75
academic activities in order· to
Polls will be open 5:00 P.M. to 9:30 Each Day
carry out such actions, and
Voting Places:
desist from applying academic
sanction's
against
such
360 Park Ave. South - Basement
students."
24th Street - Lobby
the
ion�,
'act
other
In
23rd Street - Lobby
Professional. Staff Congress has
26th Street - 5th Floor Student Lounge
asked the Board of Higher
YOU WILL NEED YOUR ID CARD' TO VOTE
Education to extend the ap
plication deadli.ne, which is
ELECTION WORKERS NEEDED
today, for high school seniors.
In a 1·etter to Alfred A. Giar
dino, Chairman of the Board,
President
Irwin H.
PSC
Polishook said that thousands of
such seniors have delayed ap
also noted that he spoke with a plying to CUNY because of the
By Derrick White
President Wingfield said it search committee from aA.Other uncertainty s11rrounding the
was "absolutely untrue" that he institution but refused to name university's admissions policy.
had sent resumes throughout the school because he con
Dr. Polishook pointed out that
New York State seeking other siders it unethical to do so.
there is no bar to admission to
He was critical of The Repor the university for New York City
employment as alleged by
Stewart Vogel in The Reporter ter for running the story high school graduates in
because he believed it was not present B9ard policy. Yet ad
last Vieek.
When questioned further ) accurate and had had a
missions applications for Sep
however, the President con demoralizing effect on the cam- tember 1976 are down, by 40 per
firmed that he had talked to a pu
cent.
��wever, it appears that th�
search committee from Antic.ch
The union's de-legate assem
at
stay
to
intends
President
College which was looking for a
bly last night also voted to
president but later withdrew his Baruch College and has no recommend to the membership
name . from consideration. He present intention of leaving.
ratification of the tentative con
tract settlement announced
April 28.
And the union's governing
body voted unanimously to
Belle
Zeller
designate
"president emeritus" of the
union.
Dr. Zeller had been president
its
union · and
the
of
predecessor, the Legislative
Conference, for 32 year.s befor.e
she was succeeded by Dr.
Polishook on April 23.

Absolutely Untru�-Wingfield

What's Inside

Prof & Hunger Strike
Consumer Corner
Editorials
Vets: Attention
Wingfield Is an Autocrat
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Face Lift For ·Stu�ents·

National. Trust
SP. onsors Com· pe t•t•
I -ion·

person of ,the Student 'Affairs
By Diana Williams .
In the dull, orqinary and stingy Commit t e e , ,ha s b e e n in•
1
world of th e commuter college ,-· st ru.m e n t a l. i n de v e lopin g
'
Are you producing film or pleted , including t ra d itional 3/14 inch cassetes. All ent ries stu d e �t s , t ak e h e ar t . Th e · original, li'ilely programs for beth
partment the Christmas Fiesta ana _the
vid eotape ?- If so, focusing your building crafts.
• must be less t han 15 minutes 'in Romance Languag e De
C e l e brations.
is reorganizing its. ·offices an'd Bic e n te nnial
effor t s
on th e histori c en
- Preservation and people : · length.·
facilities. According to Chair- . Students are quite talented , aml
· /,
·
vironment could pay off in four s o ci a l,' e nv i ronm e n t a l an d
A faculty member must spone inte rested, Ek
ar
who
.
se
tho
to
s,
Hampare
.
e
harin
t
Ka
rson
e
p
fig ures !
economic issues .
sor eacll entry.
_,
.
tion
Th"e National Trust for H istoric
_ Rehaoilitation and c it y
Aediti6nal information'and en- "our 'aim is 10 centralize and ex- Aspe ha:s'.prepared · an invita
Pre servation has announced_ its plannin_g't hat t;iemonstrates.con- try Jorms may be obtaiAed by pand but re main personalized and well-rounded agenea forthe
em':
s
e
pr
e
r
e
ua
lan
of
ted
na
eeds
n
i
s
the
de
-10
ed
un
t
a
d
an
g
g
g
Third National Collegiate Film cern for preservation of older writing the Audio-Visual Of.lice,
,
tativ es. Profesora Aspe expe€ts
and Vide o Competition, "Ex
structures or are as.
·
National Tru st for H iSt ori c today's Baruchian,
Stu de nts have completed : at least sixty participants�0n
plor i n g Our H i stor i c· En
- Historic site archaeology, Preservat ion, 740 -748 Jackson
vironment,'.' with entries due in histori c horticulture or other Place, N. .W. Washi ng_ton, D.C. questionna ires devised by Prof. , May 17. These language· ll)_aJors
Mar
s hall Schneider. As a result
and repre sentatives will assume .
i«ashington Aug ast 1, 1976.
s ubj e c t s · t hat
-a i d i n. in20006..
a system of advisor/student goal an acti ve role in the sele�tion
� 9-omp e t i t i o n is op e n· t 'O terpretation 1 a site or building .
.
rhe National Trust was CQar- ,,implementation is in effe t-. H ere and forma t of the. ir
final ex.ams:
_
p
Winning entries in 1_ast year-' s
g ra d Q.? te . an d un de r g ra d ua te
tered by
the
United ·St ate s; 1students receive periodic fee d- recomme a dat1on of course - of
students enrolled in accredited
com-p e ti t ion - d e pic t e d t h e·
colleg es, universities a.nd oc restoration 1 a shi p by a skilled Congress . in 1949 to facilitate back with int�rested pr_ofessors ferin gs, new eourse prop·osals,
cupational schools in the United craftsman, explored New York public partici pa.,t.ion in tb e for g u i d anc e i n p-r o g ram s , t e a c h i n g m et h. o d olo g y a_ n d
State s.
City's Central Park as a t:i iSloric pre servation of structures, sites, pro·b le m s and caree r_ orie n� more .
Dr. Hampares pa!JSed to cenIndivid ual students or groups an d na t ural r esourc e , a n d objects and districts that are im- · ,tations .
por t an t
h i s t o r i cally
an d
Free Coffee.
sider another aspect of the
are eligible.
documented the. heyday_ and
cultur
ally td the nation.
Facul
t
y
pay
bu
t
s
tu
de
nt
s
hav
e
s
_prucimg
t!Jp; a: foreign language
. F irst-place winners in eac� of eventual demise of the ·1amo1:1 s .
· th
· _e
four categories with more t tian Broadwater Hotel in Helena,
W i th
in· the_ option of free coffee in , t (l e · student lounge, expect,ed in
h e a d quar t e r s
four entries will receiv e $1, 000 Monrana.
Washington, D.C., and regional reception ar�a of Room 110 8. fall if the budget is not cut. Dr.
cono
s
al
Nelly_ Sant os came into the of- prizes.
Films may be 16mm-or Super- offic e s i n Bo st oA, Ch i ca go, Tho,se· interested, may
lari g·ua g e;, :nc;e, ·: h e
d ual
· ( e_x pan si-v e facJ;
Categori· es are as f o II ows:
8mm with optical or magneti c Gklaf.ioma City and San Fran- su.l t .,,. t h e
- · P, reservation
an d tracks if sound is used; video . cisco, the, National Trn st has d i ctionaries, and ot her refernnc e beaming: The �letter s he'd just
wor� s. as w�II as a- sele c;t 10.� o!_ opened ci ted th at one · ot lil er- restoration _in process or com- t�p e may be submitted in 112 or more than 1Cl0,000 memb ers..
American collS9 e catalogues, ·stu0 ent�'. Luis F. Briz1,i e 1a, - hae um
de rgraduate and graduate .
distinguished himse 11 in_ c;ag�
8$$
Books and . pamphlets ' ·ae, turin g the -�ation.al poetry· �-om� .
.
cumulated' over recent _years p e t i t ion spon s o r e d 'b/ �-a
.hav e created a stockpile,.. of old ·Socied?d Nacional Hispanica,
editiqns. "Thes·e books will be
Sig ma. De lta P.i. University 0f _
ne xLy�ar, Mr. Norme nt, af.te r
By <;,od,rey Sandiforcl .
fee ling that acade mic standards
ive n away to student s o'n a first _
air,i!3 was the site of the c0m•
In an attempt to dramatize the . care fully weighing t f-t e . gu. estion, hav e · not, been lowered, Prof. g ·
M
e first ser)le· 1:>as is ,af • t n e , pe,.tifio.;,i.; D.rr.. $a-ntos, f0l!Jnder of .
·
com
sai d he felt it definite ly a id. He
disas fr0us effect the elimlnati on
Norment said that in many areas . stude� t electioiii:T:u e.sday: May this 'hot;iot:
,
:sGYciety ct:iapte-r at .
of open admissions ancl the' im us �d his own s chool, C ity additional criteria lilav e been-ad- �1 "
7. Remember, this is no gim- B a ruch, i s i Q st rum ental in
position of tuition would have . Coll e ge t o s abst a n.t iate his . ded, there by - gi ving students
ht
f
ee
l
l
ess
a
you.
mi
mick,
un
mo
t
ivatin
students.
Her en·
g
g
on minority students in the City remaflC.
mor� rigorous co.urses. All the
'
i·
at - the . p0t�ntial thus rasms and talent serve_ well
Pointing out that bJack and City Colle ges can .mainta in high· twing e gu lty
·university, 13 of the 15 black
reward. r
:
in i nspi re ot he rs,
like Lt:1-i s.
·teachers in the Eng lish Depart h-i s pa ni c st ud e·nt s prese n t ly academ standards
he said, if
ic
Dr. Mary-Paz Aspe, Cha i r- · Congratulations to l:>otl:i, aA0 we
ment at City College went on a make bp 75 percent of the man.y, faculty -'meml:>ers in some
fc 1' d on Page 6)
stu de nt ·body at City College,
hunger strike last Wed�esday.
or all of the colleges, w ill only·
One ·of the st rike's organ izers, Professor Norment sa id tha t a a d ju s t ·19
,g_han g in g
the
Profess or Nat haniel Norme nt, proposal has been made t he the - e ducatio n a l n e e ds of t-h e
-

.

·

°

°

' . 'Prof .

Or

.
Tells
- , Why C·1ty College

Black Fa�ulty Wen! On Hunger

told The Reporter why he !elf

the strike was important at this.
time.Professor Norment stressed
th e
urg e ncy for b ·lack and
his panic students in th.e City .
Univ ersity as well' as all black
and hispar;i-i c p�rsons in New
, York, ,to become much more ·
fam i l i ar w i th t h e bu<if g e t
probl ems of. this City b ecause 
they will suffer most from the
propose,et· budget cuts. He also
s t a t e d tha t know i n g how
allocations for certain prog rams
are determine d in the Ci (y must
be of more than just passing_ in:
_ tere st to m inority students_ and
the ir families.
,
As well as being on a hunger
strike, Professor Norment and
his black colleagues have said
that they will take a voluntary
,pay' cut in the hope that other
faculty members in the G itY.
/ University • will do' the Sq.me .·
When aske d what good it will do
to have 13 faculty members out
of the tho.osands in CUNY take a
voluntary pay cu't . Professor
Norment pointed out·that 80 per.
cent of th e City University' s
budget goes toward salary: tha t
be in g . t h e facul t y, th e ,· ad
mi nistration, and their benefits.
As a result Mr. Norment fe lt that
if th e faculty took pay cuts o.n a
' CUNY-wide basis, that -would
he lp sav e open· enrollm e �t.
Lea,;,ing no doubt that he i s
deeply dis turb�d by Governor
Carey' s and Chancellor Kib
•bee 's proposals to e limi na te
open enrollment at the City
Uni versity .and charge . t uition,
Prof essor Norm ent ind ica ted
that black and hispanic stu_de nts ·
are now being dep�ived of many
of the programs they fought so
hard to have enacted in the City
University in 1969. Asked if he
felt that the large .proportion of
black and hispani_c students at
city colleges had anyt hing. to do.
with eliminat ion of open ad
missions and Governor Carey's
call for the imposition of tuition

School

of

Education

at

the

.

strik-'e

students.

::1 �:

0
t
��� ��o�:/�t ���I� ���� � th� ����:;: �� �ie m:�
damaging e ffect on the student
, r Educatiora who f_rom all
Highe
body as a whole, bu\ even more indications are ,ip favor· of voting
so on fh e minority stude ITT ts.
for tuition,. Professor Norment
Professor Norment said he
said that si nce the majority of
and his colleague s took tti e lead
st�de �ts in the City University
.in ·the fight over the curt ailment
are · black and hispanic, the
of open admissions an·d the
make up 91 th� Board shotJld
propo sed tuit ion imposition,
r e pr ese n t th_e majori t y of
because· nothing they saw or
students. He continued that th e
read •- stated the
· ramifi cati ons
students can bring pressure to
tha t Chanc ellor Kiboee' s plan
change the composition· of the
will have on black and hispanic
Board,.and he cited 1969 as an
student s in the City Universi ty.
. eiample, when ' there was . a
In order to get their message
tremendous· outcry ·at the then
across, Mr. Norment an·d the
composition'ot the Board which
other faculty are formulating
was subsequently changed to
pre �_sure .groups to state specific
include minority members.
programs to their legislators.·
Since black itaculty, in , th�
As fa"r. as Governor Care y' s En g l ish D e pa r tm ent at City
call for .tuition is concerned ,' College started their hunger
Prof es sor Norment · is· in total strike aAd voluntary pay cuts,
dis ag reement, so ,much so, tha t
they hav e received calls fr, nm
he feels the entire student body the Vice-Chancelldr of the City
of CUNY in �onjunction with the
University and from. n:,any, black
faculty, must organize and show · faculty in CUNY. Mr. Norment
a�united front much 'in the same
le ft the cle ar impression that the
manri er as the United Federation
actions of he and his colleague s
of T e ach e r s u n d e r Alb e rt
are already hii,ving a positi ve imShanker _ did, to put press Ur.e on· pact throughout the City Univ er
'the'ir legi s lators t o .ov er-ride , sity.,_
Carey' s veto of the Stavisky
education • bill.
He said that ,
unified action by the UFT was
evidence of what or ganizati on
and pressure can ach·ieve.
By Dreina R. Lee
A New York Times editorial of
Part. Two of a Series
two ·weeks ago whiGh sa id it is .
Each year, over 200,000 combetter to have a reduced City
plaints are received by th e
University than col_leg es turfiin g ·
Department of Consumer Alout worthless degrees, was a,lso
fairs. All calls and correspondiscussed
by Profess0r Nor
dence which is .received by the
ment." He could not agree with
Department regarding consumer
the Times editorial ,because as
related problems and inquiries
he said, " students cannot lower
are handle d by trained volunacademic standards; only th e
teers. A large majority of comfaculty �an do that." He added plaints re_ceived, cannot be hanthat he has no doubt th�t the
d i ed by· the Department because
st andar d s
hav e no t b e e n
they are non-juri sdict ion al (not
low ere d at all. He gave the im
°
covered by the City s Consumer
pression that some parties are
tection Law) and therefore
usin g the argument of lower Pro
- have to be referred to those
standards for their own personal
ag e ncies which can handle
r�a s on·s . To un de rl i n e hi s
them. Refe rrals mak� up about
le

e

s

f

i

Co'. n-s, ·um,.e· r

Co·r·

nonm uer
e

, Consumer RecaHs

-,- ·:_ �
.

By Dreina R. 1.ee
The· Consumer Product Safety
,
According to th_e ·May 1 issue · Commission·· (CPSC) a'i'noumeea
,of cJnsumer Nevis ttie following ,. ::_the recall of . more than 30,000
recalls ·have been announced: • aluminum-coa ted. KITES. T'tl e
The Environm ental ·Protection kites are ·being recalled because
-Agency (EPA) -announced ._the their tails eould pose a ·sever,e
recall- of -13S1000_ -v-olk�w�gori shock hazard if they come in·t�
· RatSbits and· Sirc>'c-eos: The EPe;- contact with _power line s. Ttie 1
says that Volkswago,:i is volu_nkite s involved wer-e · manufaetarily recalling 120 ,000 of tb e ir
tured by th"ree companies in San
1975. models Rabbits and Sirroc- Francisc ,o, Quiek. Silver Kites,
cos because of- a proble m with Little People Kites & San-Franthe catalytic conv erters that may
cisco. Kite Gompany: The thr�e
· caLjse overheating .
compan,i es hav e voll!Jnt ari'l y
If you own one of the models agreed ·to either re fund the i0n.:-affected by the recall, yot,J:will" sumer th e price of the kite er to
re e e iv e
_l e .ti e r
from . replace them. This will depena
a
Volkswagon in/or.ming you to on th_e policy.of the company inbr i ng . your c a r into t.h e" vol e d.
c/.
Volkswagon dealer to have the
. repairs _qone · at ,no charge . to
, ,If you owr,i one of these
you. They will inspect all af- alt!l'mi r,ium kites, CPSC ad11,ises
fected· cars to ·make sure that that yqu g et i n .contact w1lh !lie
the catalytic converter is sti ll
store whe re you pu-rchased it {er
working, and on all vehi cles more information. You can also
built prior to 1975 .they will i n- g e t informa t lOA by c;: a ll(ng
stall a dev ice to protect the con-· CPSC' s toll-tree hotlira e at --8 0. ©verier from overheating .' · '
638-2666. . • ,
.,_
.

Consumer Aff airs
In The Big Apple

60 •
of th e D e partm e n t ' s
business. In 1969 79 percent of
the compla ints received were
n0n-jurisdictional. Today with
the increasing g rowth of con
s um e r
awar en ess , I wou Id '
imag ine that the percent age of
non-jurisdictional
,complaints
have decreased, but the total
number of complaints received
by the Department seems to be
.increasing.
.
The major areas of complaints
are with regard to: ·
- 1. A d ve;rtis e d s pe c i al s i n
supe'rmarkets
2. New Cars
3. Employment Agencies
4. Parking Lots

,When a complaint com�s to
,the department . it is examined
care fully to deteremine whethe r
it is ·jurisd ictional. If it is, th�n 41
is documented and· rec0xeetl,
and the _consumer is mailee a .
reply. The complaint is then for
war d ed t o t h e l n s p e c t i0n
Division fo(further investigation.
Inspectors are often sent out
into the fiel d to foll,ow. up IT)any
of th e complaints bt:Jt sometimes
an offical letter sent._ f�om the
departm ent to t he person in•
valved is suffic_ient eno� !(1)
•.
,
·get results.
My next article will focus on
employment agencies and the (ooa
market and' some ot regulations
under The Consumer Pmteetlliin
Law �hjch you should be a ware of
when looking for employment or
shopping for food in the marketplace.
·/
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CANDIDACY APPLICATIONS FOR .
ESSA, PUBLICATIONS ASSOCIATION,
AND EVENING SESSION SENATOR
ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED.
··········································································�·····················
.

Applications ean be picked up in Rooms 509, and
525 - 26th Street Center - from 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Applications must be returned by Wednesday,
May 12, 1976 to Don Hi�gins,
Room 525 - 2Gth Street Center
�·······························································································

PO·SI-TIONS OPEN:
9ESSA
7 Pnblieations Assoeiation
I .Student Senator ·
.

.

............................................................•..•••....•.................•.......

Senate needs students from day, evening and graduate
to work with the Senate Ele.ctions Committee.
Please contact
Pe-�n Senour, Room 1702, 360 Park Ave. South.
· Ms� Brenda Boone, Room 410, Student Center
.. ··or Do.nal Higgins, Roo�_525� 26th. Street.

N.O LATER THA_N WED., MAY 12th!

\
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THE · CflLCULfll[]R [JuEsT �[]�
By Paul Schwartz
On Thursday, April 29, 1976
my Statistics 1015 teacher read
us a bulletin from the Statistics
Department about final exams.
One of the items said, "Because
a survey showed that there were
not enough calculators available
to all the students studying
statistics, they wou Id not be per
mitted on tt)e final examination."
This is the most co.nfusing and
unfactual statement I have ever
heard.
In the first place, calculators
are even more necessary in
Statistics then they are in Ac
counting. This is not -to
disparage their use in that field;
· however, I am unfamiliar with
the use of square roots, .
reciprocals, and the use -of the
mean in Accounting math.
Calculators are such- an integral
part of the Statistics course that·
my class is taught in a room that
has calculators installed. Also,
the Statistics Department mai·n
tai ns a "Stat. Lab." where
students can come to get extra
help if needed. There are'
calculators there, and we must
appear for one hour to learn
their proper use. If the St_atistics
Department is so against the use
of calculators, why throw them
at us all semester?
In the second place, l_et's think
1
about those same ·rnst_a lled
calculators. If the Accounting
Department is so concerned
about those stu<tlents who can't
afford calculators (so much that.
they are using that to forbi.d
everyone from using them in an,
attempt to be fair) why don't
they permit those students to
take their finals in a room with
Baruch's calculators? It would

not surprise me if the entire
membership of the "NonCalculator Society" would tie up
one room during finals. I happen
to know of four rooms so equippe'd.
In addition, the editorial of
The Reporter of April 26, 197'.6
suggested that "the Accountancy Department could ap- 1,
proach the administr.ation to
arraoge to buy calculators in
bulk and sell them at reasonable
prices to students. Mornover,
the Department c'ould try to
provide rental of calculators for
limited periods at a· nominal
price." One can assume that the.
answer to t. he a<tlministration is
suggestion on the part of the administration w9uld be to hide
behind the financial crises. My
anyswer to the administration is
that instead of spending ·money,·
apply your scheduling skills and
techniques to insure th1l.t those
calculators are available to all

countant and statistician learn
to use the p�oper: tool so traat he·
or she can do the proper job. I
By. B.L. CLINK
appeal to both the ad
ministration and the members of
the faculty to re-examine their
It happened ·Friday, April' 30,
policies in regar<;I to calculators.
1976 in the Baruch Colle@e
As the old folk song_ says, "the
The
Barueh
Auditorium.
times are a-qhanging" and
Christian Club sponsorea
Baruch should change· wi.th
"OUTREACH" which preaehed
them.
to and reached individuals witra
joy, peace an<ll LOVE f\:lt!ln<tl in
the person; Christ Jesus.· It was
a womderf,u l alild marYelous
tain ,diseases, a!'ld there is high @ospel explosion_ of pr.aise· as all
By Nicole Vixamar
Society has established cer probab.ility that their offsprings , celebrated, in mus'ic arid s0mg,
tain n:iles which are followed by will have severe defects, handi faith, hope, charity, and li'fe. The
all "normal" individuals. One of capping traem forever. Exami:>les
these rules is marriage where of the diseases which are tran gospe·I according to three m'e n
and
women
unite . smitted to the newborn are Tay dynamfc gospel Qr©UpS Jl)Ut
operation "OUTREACH:' imto
religiously and/or legally; Sachs and Sickle cell anemia.
children, the frcrit of marriage, The baby who has Tay-Sachs �eaching dimensions. lihe
groups
·performing wete The
ensue sooner or later. However, has a bad muscular coorThe. Manhattan
some parents who contract -"dination, and although he is Brothers,
Project,
and l'-!;rnn ane Lxn0a
marriage are not in a'position io born in a healthy condition, his
Saretto
and
Compan.y
made. the
·
give birth to normal children nervous system 00es not
pecause they are carriers of cer- . develop. Sickle Gell anemia, a ever;iing a SJl)i�itual triP. of praise.
disease encountered in Africa, Words· are ina<tl,e quate to
or most likely with the black describe· Uie e-xperierice 0f
race, is due·to the low amoumt of "C>utreacm". It was unfortunate
oxygen-carrying ·capacity of the th-at the Ba'ruch. brotmerraood
were not" there
hemoglobin in the various and sisterhood
. ·this'
gospel
a.ffaiJ.
tissues of the newborn. VD, in for
fectious
and
c9ntagious Cor:igratulations goes to tme
Baruch
Chrlstian
Club
for
plan
new plan. While the plans- goal crippling dis�ases transmitted
ning
good pro@ram -an<tl
is to save money, the members congenitally is too common
place to be described here. The showing us what it means to see
feel it won't.
Chri' s t differently. Keep on
Re.ference was made to the question inevi.tably arises:
keeping on, Keeg on moving on, ·
final meeting. Ms. Frc1nces, Vice Should pa�nts who are carriers
onwar.d, for,warl!i, and upwarl!i in
Presidenf of the Accounting. of a disease have children?
peace, joy, hope, and most of all,
post as
Society accepted the
From an ethieal and moral
Love.
II Gorith1aiis, 3:17
chairperson of the ·speakers viewpoil'lt tme bidh of children
committee. It will be her respon who will be a bur<tlen to their
sibility to lin-e up a speaker for parents, arid a calamity for
the banquet. Although, no final society must be prevented.
decision was made, the topic of Couples want to reproduce what
the menu was cliscussed. It was is best and to be satisfied and
made clear that any0ne who did proud. of their ereative w0rk and
Best Priend
not attend the May 4 meeting or to have children who can be bet
send a memo ·10 Box 901 by May ter than themselves in some
Fraternity composites
11 '-:Viii not be able to attend the way.
banquet.
Parents who are aware that consist of all ihe frat members.
But
who
hold- the most pres;
The final party of the meeting th�ir offsprings will n.ot be nor
was the climax. An erithusias�ic mal human beings shguld not tigious spots in the centers ,0f
crowd discussed_ the part of have. children. Their children, if the composites? It wo·uld be
Baruch College common to all ·' lDorn, would lDe tortured and none other tl:lan those alwa�s-
member·s of the Accoun_ting cause the tormerit 61 their lovi.n g ane ever-supJl)or-tiJ:1@
SocietY: Anyone who took part parents. flesides,· chil'dren do mascots.
Not all frats 0n campus ra'ave
in the . discussion came away not ask to be born, and they
with incre·ased knowledge. The should not l;le conceived when it mascots, bu't those who' do 'mave
minutes to the meeting will be is evident that they will be some really extr�ordinary ones.
Sigma Chi has a mascot, b·ut it
�vailable at the next gathering. miserable all their Jives. Human
- Lectures
beings must be able to function is classified. a little differently
than
a regular mascot. The
After speaking to four mem properly and only cruel in
bers of the Department of Ac- dividuals will . have children Si'gma Chis keep their visitors
on
their
toes with a tar'amtula.
countancy, here is what I pieced· .whom they know will not live a
together: In order to maintain normal life. Parents may feel The large, hairy bl'ack spider raas
accreditation, the 'Accounting unhappy at the thought of not been in the cus·tody 01 Mark
courses mast be given by PhD being able to have children, but Segell for two months and li,ves
in an aquadum.
lecturers. What this means is there is an alternative: adoption.
The tarantwla eats dead w-mite
.that students in Accounting
God has createa -the human
11·01 arid 1102 will have a one race to replenish; 'yet, s'0me mice or anything it can @et iis
legs
on. The. spide'r di@ esGal:)e
hour lecture followed by a 40 parents have children that they
minute· period of questioning do not want Consequently, the once by knockin.g the eover 0ft
.
graduate a fellow "monitors" persons who cannot have their the aquar.ium and crawlin§ oul
who will be patrolling the lec own children -may solve the into Mark's room. in a frantic
ture halls. Two days later these problem by adopting these un search 'he was finally found l'.ln
students will have a two hour wanted children. There is no der a pile of clothes ano put
recitation with another teacher. limit to the amount of children a back into the aquarium.
BRADLEY SCOU7i
Those in the more adv;;inced family
can
adopt,
and .
lalradley Universit¥
courses will have a one hour organizations and centers have
lecture and one two hour been created to fulfill the needs
recitation period. The. supposed and desir.es of paren.ts ·who can
I
savings come with the g�aduate not have children. In making
LIMITED EDITl0N
fellows; however,. according to their choice, i::iroductive parents
the Baruch Bulletin, the Depart can adopt children who look
have waited· so long·,
ment of Accountancy has no very much like themselves
It's been part of a lifetime.
graduate fellows. So, where are despite the fact that these
Bu_t your kind's as rare as mine,
the savings? Since there are no children are not their own
It's a very small lirie,
real savings and students have progeny.
_A limited edition.
expressed disagreement with
In the case of a mother who is
the plan, the Accounting Society a carrier of a disease and is not
Beauty
speaks for itself,
officially states its opposition to aware of it, there are now
It needs rio shoufin@,
the plan.
methods which can diagnose
N0 louemouthing.
Officers
the condition. Of course, so far
Here is the revfse<tl list of of no treatment has been found to
A facade's just a cover,
ficers of the club: Leon Met,zger, correct the hereditary diseases,
That w0uld hide from ara0tmer,
President; Fr.ances Cavaricci, but with the constant im
Your warmth arid humilit,y.
Vice-President; Paul Gilroy, provement of science it is ex
So I'll show·er in your tran<'luility,
Secretary; Ronnie Schlanger, pected that in the future a cure
And bathe· you in my love.
Treasurer; Professor Gerald will be devised · for these
Robert Scholer
Skolnick, Faculty Advisor.
diseases.
the people (in both 16.ccounting
and Statistics). It is a com
plicated problem, but one that
c·ould be solved.
· Finally, 'I reiterate an unsigned
letter to the editor that appeared
in The Reporter on April 26,
1976. A carpenter would not
drive a nail with a rock, he
�ould use the proper tool. So
too should the budding af

Adoption- Is The Answer

Accou-nti_ng
·Viewpoint

By Leon Metzger
Accounting Society Meeting
On Tuesday May 4, 1976 The
Accounting Society held its next
to last meeting of the semester.
It was a well attended and lively
meeting.
The first item '·of discussion
was the anticipated plan to in
stitute · eve_ning lectures next
term in Accounting courses
1101;1102, 2303, 3304, 2310, ana
3311. After hearing both sides of
the issue, the memeers vofed to
stat� their disagreement with the

Su�mer Study Program.
,In- S_�negal,. We�t Africa _

,

Gospel
Explosion
Of Pr;aise

The Institute for Services to
A resident li.ai'son person will
Education is sponsoring a 4- be an Afro-American Studies
week intensive summer study Professor from a major univer
program -at the University of sity. The program at the Univer
Dakar, Senegal. Intensive small sity of Dakar has been _planned
group sessions of 5 hours per and will be executed by the
day will be conducted by the Chairman of the French Depart
senior faculty of the Uniyersity ment and the Director of the Of
of Dakar in French language fice of the Baccalaureate,
and literature. African Studies assisted by the Director of
will be done in English, along F rench
Language
and
with Culta,ral work.shops by the Civilization Courses, Elean of
Senegalese National Dance the Music School and National
Company ·and special. research- . Institute of Art, Director of the projects focusing on· th e Nation al Cu-ltural Archives,
emerging nations of Africa. 5 to Professors of African History
10 quarter hours of cr.E3dit c'?n be and specialists in the teaching o .
earned for transfer to A'merican French.
colleges and universities.
Site: The University of Dakar's
Arrangements for· transfer of
,
credit are the responsibility 01 summer- campus is on the Atlantic
beachfront at M'Bour, one
the participants as is their admission or enrollment in -an hour from Dakar for the first 120
are motelAmerican institution in which participants. These
like accommodations, with
their credits may be accepted.
The French, classes wi'II be· at swimming, tennis. and other
ional facilities.
appropr.iate levels from begin- recreat
Cost: Room (double oc
ning to advanced based on the
competency of the participants. cupancy}, board, tuition, two
African Studies wiI' I cover p_re- meals a day, African and non
colonial history, political and African cuisine - $550; tran
economic geography, ethnic sportation from New York. $450,
population .studies, and a study if chartered. The avera'ge cost is
of the effects of World War II expected to be $1000 given sub
and the emergence of con- scriptions to support the charter.
independence
temporary
Dates: Departing July 10th
movements on Senegal. In- and returning August
6th.
eluded will be cultural work in Maximum subscription this offer
folklore, 'dance, music, and is 120 persons. Costs will be $85
poetry, involving the Senegalese higher beyond the first 120
National Dance Company, the registrants. ($635 ground costs)
National Institute of the Arts and
T
ta
0 o
National Cultural Archives of
- J A��::
Fa�i;s � :�i�� �n
Senegal.
Program· (202) 232-9000..

a
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Department Of
Scatological Affairs
By BRUCE ADGATE
used to think New Yorkers
walked along the streets with
their heads down because they
felt dejected or depressed.
That's not the case at all. They
walk that way because they
must maintain a constant watch
for "road apples" - or perhaps
you know them as "meadow
muttlns." In any case, we are all
familiar with the far less poetic
terms used to denote the drop
pings of Man's best friend, and
unless New Yorkers· maintain
this constant vigil, these drop
pings often find their way under
foot. My own two feet seem to
have an almost magnetic attrac
tion to the substance: if it's
there I'll step in it. And when it's
estimated that there could be
over a million dogs in New York
City, leaving an estimated three
to five hundred thousand
pounds of shit on city streets
every day, it seems hardly
oossibe that I could miss step
ping in it. The problem is
aggravated by the fact that there
is a growing trend toward own
ing larger dogs in the city - un
doubtedly brought about by the
ever-increasing crime rate. But
the bigger the dig, the bigger
the mess.
New Yorkers are notorious for
their ability to adapt to any
situation and in the words of
one Village resident: "Stepping
on dog shit has become a way
of life; you don't even think
about it anymore. It's like put
ting gates on windows." But
many others believe the problem
has now gotten out of hand and
that officials are doing .little, if
anything. about it.
The most recent battleground
of this continuing urban war has
been Carl Schurz Park on the
upper east side. D�g shit had
destroyed the park's grass and
shrubs. Last year when the Park
Association decided to restore it
they were told by experts that it
would be useless to replant; the
greenery would again turn
brown unless the dogs were
brought under contrql. At that
point the Dog Control Com
mittee was formed. Members
handed out literature asking
their neighbors for cooperation
in obeying the litter ·and leash
lqws (which state that dogs must
be kept on a leash no more than
six feet long and that they be
allowed to defecate no more
than three feet from the curb and not at an in parks). They
also provided enclosed trash
cans with plastic liners through
out the park.
Their works did have some
results. Pat Livingston. a mem
ber of the Dog Control Com
mittee says: "There's ,been a
definite improvement in the
number of people who clean up
after their dogs. but the situation
-of dogs running off leash is no
better than it was, - maybe
worse."
Other such communities
throughout the city have
similarly tried to deal with the
proplem. One block, frustrated
with the. lack of response to the
standard "Curb Your Dog"
signs, put up its own signs
asking dogs to curb their
masters. Another block sten
ciled pictures of dogs pointing
to the curb all along the side
walk. Others have provided
makeshift scoopers (usually the
top half of a_plastic clorox bot
tle) in the hopes that dog
owners wotrld take the hint but-- the scoopers usually dis-

appeared within days. The work
of all these groups has met with
little long term success.
Part of the reason for this is
that dog owners believe keeping
a dog on a leash will cause
"canine
neurosis".Although
New York is graced with canine
grooming shops, hotels, gour
met shops, funeral parlors, and
even canine talent agencies, I
could - as yet - find no canine
psychiatrists· (another four years
after v�t school) to offer help to
these neurotic dogs. Most
veterinarians, however. agree
that training a dog to walk on a
leash and defecate in certain
places is less difficult than toilet
training an infant. In fact, they
say that it would be quite easy t9
paper train dogs. even large
ones, so that dog shit could be
disposed of within the confines
oLone·s home or apartment and
never find its way to the parks
and sidewalks. It would take
some effort on the part of the
dog owners - and it is an effort
they don't want to make.
It is by now plain to anyone
who has wrestled with this
problem that it is. indeed, a
sticky one. When a resolution
was introduced several years
ago in City -Council to make it
mandatory for dog owners to
clean up after th�ir dogs, the
shit hit the fan, or, in the words
of Councilman Ted Weiss, "it
set the community at swords
point, one against the other, and
the danger of the problem that
was going to be created by the
legislation y,,as worse, from a
societal point of view, than the
probelm it was trying to clear\
up." The' bill did not get far.
Neither did last year's resolu
tion in City Council encouraging
the creation o/ .citizen groups to
assist in the enforcement of
existing codes. Sandra Fisher.
head of the Dog Control Com
mittee of the Carl Schurz Park
Association, said such legis
lation was "meaningless" and
"unnecessary"· and tha the city
should either come up with new
and creative ways to deal with
the problem of a million dogs or
go for much stricter enforce
ment of existing laws.
But enforcement remains vir
tually nil despite last summer'§_
reminder from the police com
missioner to all precincts that
leash and gutter laws are a mat
.ter of priority. Very few cops
want to take the time to deal
.with something as trivial as a'.
dog complaint - they h_ ave
more important matters. In the
same way, a criminal court
judge who listens to cases of
rape, robbery and murder. when
he comes across a case in
volving dog shit, will most likely
throw it - the,case - out of
court. And perhaps rightly so.
This kind of violation does not
belong in criminal courts and
there has been some talk lately
of transferring it to enviror:J_men
tal courts where other p0JJution
complaints are heara. Lik�ewise.

the issuing of summonses could
then be relegated to the sanita
tion police. The money collected
from the summonses could
easily pay for the extra police
necessary for such a task.
There is another possible
solution. We can remember form
any " Western" that when a
town wanted to rid itself of an
outlaw they offered a bounty for
him, a reward for his capture.
Why not offer a bounty for dog
shit? A certain price per weight.
Soon dog shit would be a
precious commodity. There
would be legions armed with
shovels and plastic bags out
scouring the streets; it would
create hundreds of new jobs.
There could be collection cen
ters in various locations
through-out the city where these
bounty hunters could bring their
catch to be weighed.
Where would a city plagued
with financial problems get the
money for this operation? From
the dog owners. A new dog
licensing and taxing system
would be instigated to cover ex
penses. The price per weight
wouId have to be kept suf
ficiently low, however,· so that,
for example, Park Avenue
women would not find them
selves being followed by several
of these urban bounty hunters,
each fighting to get his scooper
beneath her delicately trimmed
poodle.
· As yet, City Council has taken
no action along any ·of these
lines - perhaps it never will.
Politicians, by definition,
esc.he.w anything as bitterly con
troversial as the dog shit pro
t:51em. It will remain dormant
-unless enough voices are heard
to make it an issue. But that
doesn't look like it will happen
sobn. Most New Yorkers seem
c0ntent

to

mutter

their

com

plaints under their breath as
they perform the daily ritual of
scraping their shoes against the
curb.

And It Shall
Come To Pass
By D. Pretto

A CANDLE
A candle walks into
a dark room,
a shadow
_
follows. The room is big,
the shadow shakes. The
chill and darkness
demand heat, the candle
burns hard, the light
flickers.
There comes
another candle with
another shadow. The
candles burn harder, the
shadows dance together.
More candles come. The
lights touch each other.
Light takes more room,
light takes all the room.
PO FEI HUANG
I
After reading the poem I was
fascinated. The more I read it
the more fascinated I became.
At first, I did not try to interpret
it. I read it literally over and over
and I was moved ·only by its
literary beauty.
Then I started to sense a
·message coming put of it. I felt
that those simple verses were
the history of mankind from
beginning to end.
The candle, the light, the room
and the darkness have their
meanings. It's. the constant
struggle between Good and Bad
in our nature, in our society, in
the world we live in. This light is
the light of knowledge. justice,
beauty of religion against the
ignorance,
darkness
of
prejudice, inji;Jstice, bigotry. It's
au the positive values of our
nature against our low instinct.
The dark room is big, like the
world, is full of inequities. There
is a big cleansing job to be

done. The candle burns hard,
and the light flickers. The light,
shakes, flickers like Jesus in
Gethsemane facing the burden
of hls mission. The job of
changing :�.e darkness of that
huge room is too big for just one
single light.
Then comes another candle
fighting another •shadow., The
candles burn harder. together.
they tt / harder and harder. The
shadows, unaffected. keep on
dancing. The candles failed.
But more candles come, more
lights are shed upon the world
to fight the darkness. An armY, of•
scientists. educators. religious
missionaries. people of all
avenues of human knowledge,
people of good will, stand up
together to heal the sickness of
this world.
Now that, the room is full of
light, completely illuminated,
N_ow, that big room. the world, is
a perfeet land, a perfect world. A
world where there is no suf
fering, wryere there is no hungry
people, .a world y,,here justice ,
prevails. It's a land free of
prejudice, free of bigotry, no
more mysteries, it's a world
where the unknown is revealed.
It's the triumph of the
Righteous over the Wicked. It's
the triumph of Science, it's the
triumph of Knowledge, Religion,
Virtue, it's· the triumph of Life.
Maybe the poet had that same
dream as Martin Luther King,
where all God's childr�n black
man and white men. Jews and
Gentiles, Protestants and
Cathelies

_hands

were

and

able

to

ioin

sing together."

Maybe in his vision, he, too, saw

that land promised so many
years ago to all children of God.

Bank Privacy Game
count. In the course of such
loan information and so forth.
By Robert M. Bartell
WASHINGTON, D.C., (Liberty are not the customer's private dealings. a depositor reveals
many a�pects of his personal af
papers;
they
are
·the
business
Lobby News Service)- Well, the
Supreme Court, in one of its ab records of the banks. Checks fairs, opinions, habits and
solutely fantastic exercises_ of are not confidential com associations. Indeed. the totality
astute jurisprudence, has done munications,. but negotiable in- · of bank records ,provides a vir
it again. It decided recently that struments to be used in com tual· current biography."
Well. the IRS has never been
an American citizen's, l;>ank mercial transactions.
The gist of Justice Powell's too particular where they got the
records are not private at all; in
information
fact they are part of the bank's opinion then seems to be that if
. with which to try to
daily business and as such are you use a bank, use it at your hang you. but what this ruling
available, upon demand, to any .own risk and, be ready for the m�ans is that- almost any
government agency that wants world and the police, the IRS government agency can go on a
them, and apparently, to a:lmost anti whoever else happens to be fishing expedition into the finan
anyone else. I'm not sure if the curious a_bout your financial af cial at.fairs of any citizen. and do
Supreme Court realizes what fairs. to know everything about it with impunity. They don't have
to notjfy you and they don't
this might do to the banks, but your banking transactions.
As ttle "Star" points out. 'dor:t't need a search warrant. The
whatever it does. it cannot begin
to compare with what it does to expect any protection from the bank doesn't even have to let
Fourth Amendment to the Con you know. By the time you find
the private citizen.
There is no doubt that easy stitution; its guarantees of out, it's too late.
Again q'uoting the California
government access to personal security for personal papers and
banking records is, in the words effects don't apply any more at Supreme Cour-t, "Unregulated
access
to personal bank records
of the "Washington Star," "Mar the neighborhood bank.
The California Supreme Court opens the door . to a vast
velously useful in criminal,, tax
and regulatory investigations took the other side of the issue unlimited range of very real
and proceedings." It is also mar in a recent opinion:. "For all abuses of police power."
Of course, this law includes
the
purposes,
velously useful in building and practical
maintaining a personal profile disclosure by individuals or the politicians too. After they
think about this for awhile they
on anyone with a bank account, business firms of their financial
.
revealing intimate detail about affairs to a bank is not entirely might come to the conclusion
his personal affairs. opinions. volitional, since it is impossible that the· "people" would be bet
to participate in the economic ter served with a new law, which
habits and associations.
Justice Powell's argument, life of contemporary society recognizes the provisions of the
U.S. Constitution.
agai'n quoting the "Star," seems without maintaining a bank acto dismiss common-se-nse
Announcement
notions of privacy almost
Counselors will also be
cavalierly. The thrust .of the
If you' are graduating in seeing students over the· sum
argument is that bank trans August please make an ap mer. Make an appointment to
_
actions, however personal they pointment
to SEle a counselor at see one and don't wait until fall
may seem to us, are far more the appropriate office of registration to determine what
pu_blic
than
personal. Curricular Guidance prior to credits you need.
�atements. balances. checks, summer school registration.
Have a good Summer!

I
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peareci on the Midday: Live
television program on Channels
at 11 :30. H'e appeared on ';!Pril
29th -on a program devoted, entirely_ to ·the problems of V.iet
By PAUL SCHWAR'FZ
Representatives did ir:i clud� the
Nam era veterans.,l 'm sure man¥·
Certification for educational money in their .budget. N·ow the viewers le?rned things �hey
benefits for the summer session two budgets are going before a
never knew before.
' is now under way. If you are joint committee. If lt passes ·the
Congratulations are ih ·orcier
, elig ib.le, go to tti_e Veterans A-f- committee, it goes to tne fl0.or of
fairs Office (360, Par,k Plvenue Con@�ess. If it passes there, for Joe -valek, one_ of owr
Admi�,i strati_o n
a As
Veter_
·
sl
J
1
1
I
h
South, Room 1701)' to- be cer- t en egi ation wi. have to be
.
tified. Yow must briAg your bur- enacte0 t o spenq_ the money. - representaJives. H e I S gettimg
near
e
th_
f.ufure, aAd
sar's receipt stamped w ith your Assum.ing all ,these ifs come to_ married Hil
ii:iten-ti9n to go t 9
summer pal>s, the edueational' ber:i�fit eA- we all w1s� lil1m all the best-'P.S.
,
school.
diAg date will be extemded. The Me too, Joe.
Today marks the start of a vote of the joint committee (a , Di d You Know (from the New
. week long effort on behalf of ·fhe • crucial step in finalizing the York State Guiee to Veter.ans
nation's veterans. A mass rally is probl'em) will />e tak_el) either @er;iefits) P,ublic em_ployees who
being held as Well as· lilearings today or tomor.rnw. 'If you,r are h·0n0rably eischargee ser.
before a jo(r;it comg
, ressiona l money ends at the emd of this vicemera who served om active
corc;imittee,. If you wisti to testify month, 'you can find out where 1 ·duty at any time ar.e gir,antee a
ii:i Washingiton,, D.C., contact you sta,r,i'd 1::5.y · c a ll i n g• the· paid leave of absence or,i
'Bob <3eorgia at 725-4450 fr Veterans Affairs Offic·e on W�d- Memorial Day and Veterans Day.
7282.
(Sec. 13 Public Offieers t:.aw.).
nesday, May 12th.
.
Meanwhile, evem thbugt;i tlile
Erieh Schwartz, 9ne of the ,, Veterans, entitled }.@ this. leave,
,
Senate refl!JSed to i n c l ude veterans on the Work-Stl!ldy may have another lilay off If tt;ieIr
money I.or extendi·m g'· the ., Program here at Baruch. helped absence would endanger pl!lblie
delim,iting date, the Hou�� oi .\ furth_rr the cause whem he ap� safet/y'. ·
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Rool Clean But Still Cold

By Godfrey Sandiford
Thamks to the Medical Department wtio made Buhdin,gs. &
Grounds empty and cl'?an tlile
Jc>Oo'I, students can now ,swim in
unpoll!,Jted water. -Howe,;,er, it
·seems as if the Medieal Oemar-tment must agaim ir;itervene in ord,er to have' tt;ie�ater ternperature. al more tolerable. leve-I
for those students takil'lg swim' ming and diving classes. Last
ruesday, for instance, it was· s0
co ld In the poo l tliat the
Professor had to _ i nstruet the
students il'l his SCL:J@A €Jiving.
c-lass to be•. very qreful while

divjng. The water _,temperatl!lre
was almost Hl degrees below
the temper.ature prnscr i oea.
T,he stueei:its have hae to pu't
u-p · with ttiese WAhealthy coi:idi,tions througraol!ll the semester.
Let's hope that thi"s wil'I be tlile
last time we will have 10 bring
this .partic ular pr0ti
lern to the_ at
0
/ tentio@_ of tlie Ji) roper, aut.f.lorit ies
and the student body,-For wnless
somethi r:ig· is done NQ>W to
correct this· nag@)n9 am0 per
·5Isten, problem, we- could lilave
some stwde@ts, in tme SCUBA
divimg classes ir,i particu.lar,. get
ting · very siek.

Barod1ians share the honor of
you.r achievement.
Big Par.ty
"We are here ready 'and
avai lable to serve all students,;·
said Dr: SaAt• os, as we walked to
the· newer laAguagie lab on the
eleventh floor of the 23rd Street
building. "I am very excited
abow·t the big party we are gioing
'to have May 11 - and this is a
good opportunity-for students to
' �articipate and learn and enjoy.
What e lse? People, books,
'refreshments, amd n.atura ll;y
icte'as will all be served with
'
'
gusto."
Lab Exploration
Ms. RhocJa Stern, di(ector of
the lab; stri ves to e0ntinue expandingi services. Did you know
that the lati is open to every
student· at B·c;iruch, · not- QAly
, lamguage major,s? "Eyery0ne is
invited to listem to tlie foreign
language musical seleetions, to
view the c ultwral filmstrip and
slide/t·ape shows, and tune in to
the AM-FM ra0io throughout t, he
day to local foreign language·
radio stations. ShortwcJ.ve ·recep- lion is in p lanning." Some of y;ou
may have read articles by Ms.
St�rn in The Reporter·· las-t
semester, about the wpdated ,la,ID
development..
-..--------"---.:;._�....,..-.......,_--�----'-�.......a..�-�--""""i
No C-harge for Electricity
Any, of the materials and-tapes
1
can be copieci ,for personal home ,,
1 use, prnvided students. t:Jring
their ,own · cassettes. "We are
woTking now with the phoAe
com.paily on a system to permit
· incoming callers to become ac
/ tivated with the lab network. You
see then students will be able to
study their e.lementary con
/
I
versation lessons
by telephone."
0
The teleph onenumber of the lab
is 725-72%.
As
Professor
Marsha.II
Schneider s-ays, "tme keynote of
the department is· conbern in .
communic ating with stueents.
The
. atmosphere on the eleventh
Elridge Daniel
E. Tiner�
floor is congenial, Students are
1
en-c ouraged 10· meet with
N�shrullah Ganie Phil Va�sallo
teachers in their offiees; take
B-i-11 Kennedy·
advantage of the two language
labs;. help themselves to coffee
and use the reference materials
in the 'majors corner' in room
1108."
He says wryly, Hthe Depart
ment of Romance Lang.uage is a
i
fu 11 serv ce department."
Sounds a bit like a Gom
mercial - but perhaps you can
bank or:i it. Besides, it's nice to
know it's all there!

Repo rter
.presents

An Eve-ning of Poetry
Friday, �May 14, 1976
8:00 p.m., Oak Lounge
22nd St. Student Center
featuring -·

Also
Essay Contes_t
Awards,, Pr:eser1tatio·n
Coffee & Donuts Served

/
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Racism At The City University Of Kew York
By Stewart Fogel
going the trials and tribulations
There is a great deal of racism for many years despite thier
and prejudice when it comes to physical and/or psychological
making policies for the City handicap(s) will not be able to
University of New York. This is get their diploma if they don't
especially the case when pass the examinations that ap
retrenchment, retention, reap ply to them. Also, what about the
pointment, and grading guide- language handicaps that some
.tines are established. The of the Hispanic and Chinese
students as well as the in students manifest in the
structors at this University are educational arena. They'll be
becoming victims to the racist penalized because, in some
princples and/or policies that cases, the education system has
are brought forth by the ad failed to meet their needs. On
ministration of this University. the
whole,
the
student
'Therefore, the implementation of enrollment at CUNY who are
the examinations shall be taking remedial courses, English
bothersome to the student as a Second Language and
,enrollment at this institution, things of this nature will receive
besides being discriminatory in a disasterous blow below their
nature. Thus, we should take belt due to taking these exams.
consideration
into
the
According to the CUNY data
coloquialism, "the last hired and books for the fall semester (75).
the first fired," as the fun 51.23 percent of all the first
damental procedure of em freshmen at a senior college
ployment for most of the non would not have made it, and
white personnel of this Univer- 35.00 percent of all the students
sity.
who entered a community
of college would not have been
implementation
The
examinations to the sophomore able to enter with the "new" ad
class in sping-77 and to all missions criteria. In fact, here at
CUNY students who attained a Baruch College, 1,997 students
certain status will be forced into were admitted and only 919
a predicament whereby they cou Id have entered because
must pass said examination in their college admission average
'.)rder to remain in CUNY. This was 80 percent and above.
examination consists of "fun Therefore, one out of every two
college
level" of the freshman at Baruch
famental
'Tlathematics and reading. It is couldn't have made it without
nteresting to note that one the the "open admissions" policy.
1igh school level of "'free" Regretfully, this policy was ter
3ducation when November, 1976 minated by the wliite members
:omes around, the Board of , of the Board of Higher
�egents will administer a Education. I found it interesting
·eading and a mathematics to have been informed that with
,xamination to the student an average of 79.,7 percent you
rnroltmer.t (seniors preferably). would not be admitted to a
,o in order to graduate from any senior collete, but forced into
,ne of the "free" public going to a community college.
The prospects of transferring
vocational/academic/special)
1igh schools, the student must from a community college to a
)btain a score of 9.0 or greater. senior college but forced into
Incidentally, none of the han an A.A. degree appears to be
Hcaps that some of the students bleak and dismal because of the
1ave at any education level has "unjust requirements" for trans
>een considered. Yet the ferring from one college to
;tudents who have been under- anoth€r in the framework of the

A ST AR TREK STORY:

City University.
Very shortly in the future, it is
estimated that roughly a third of
the City· enrollment will be
placed on probation due to their
grades. Kibbee's Proposal· for
the Restructuring the City
University
of
New York
(February, 1976) states that
every freshman in his or her first
semester must pass. a half of all
the classes attempted, in the
second semester the student is
required to pass two-thirds of all
the classes attempted, in the
third semester, the student must
pass three-quarters of all the
classes attempted, and after this
every student in CUNY must
maintain a 2.0 index or greater
in order to avoid being placed
on probation. For those who
shall be placed on probation,
they have only one semester to
correct the defiency or other
wise be expelled from the City
University.
In September here at Barch
the outlook for the following
classes is bleak because the
Kibbee Proposal did not alot room
for the classes at this unit of the
City University. They are as
follows: BLS, HSP, CHI, CCS,
EDU, GER, RUS, ITL, FRE, and
CLT. It is important to note that
according to the restructuring
plan that was adopted by the
Board of Higher Education,
Baruch College no longer has a
School of Education. But ac
cording to the President and the
Chairman of the School of
Education, there will be a school
of education and it will be ex
panding. Truly I say to you, who
has the correct understanding
abo4t the future of the School of
Education? Incidentally, why did
the Board of Higher Education
set up an ad-hoc committee to
see what they will do with the
education majors at schools
which will no longer have-' a
school of education such as
here at Baruch College? We
also have to take into con-

sideration that by the laws set
forth by the Board, every
education major must take one
Spanish course as well as a BLS
and a HSP. When Baruch loses
its School of Education, what is
the future for the'Department of
Black and Puerto Rican Studies
that we have at Baruch?
Most truly I say to you that.
there is a genocide of the Third
World at the City University of
New York. By the way, what hap-

pens when tuition is im-·
plemented in the fall and quite a
few of us lose the financial aid?
It is my personal understanding
that the restructuring plan that
was issued by the three minority
members of the·Board of Higher
Education is the only relief for
the City University. Therefore,
something must be done in or
der to save the very existence of
minorities at the City University
of New York. What do you have
in mind??????

Rhodesia On The Brink
I

At
the
eleventh hour,
Rhodesia's white minority
government has made a small
concess ion to both black
nationalist aspirations and world
opinion by integrating a
previously all-white_;cabinet.
The trouble is that the con
cession may be too little, too
late. The black .cabinet ap
poi�tees - who as yet have no
portfolios - are tribal chiefs
with merely local followings and
are paid civil servants, not elec
ted representat ives. Black
nationalist
leaders
have
described the ,appointments,
ominously, as "irrelevant." It is
clear that they wiM not accept
tokenism as ,a substitute for
majority rule.
With the couhtry on the brink
.of a violent confrontation bet
ween a white minority and a
non-white majority which is sup
ported by the whole of black
Africa, most of the Third World.
and both the Soviet Union and
Red China, tfle outcome 0f the
struggle can hardly be in doubt.
Nothing less than a timetable for
black majority rule in Rhodesia
can prevent the nightmare of
civil war accompanied by racial
war and the threat of foreign intervention. Time is running out
in Rhodesia.

THE NEGOTIATIONS

whom---..,6ur competitors are?,"
By Paul Schwart;
Star Date 2793.5 - �aptain asked Mr. Spock.
"No sir, but they are being
<ird recording - "'It has been 3
111eeks since we first achieved very sneaky about it. They won't
xbit around Beta Cygni VI and tell who they are working for. All
>egan negotiations with the they say is that they are
1atives for the right to mine the Federation citizens who have
jilithieum crystals that our sen been commissioned to secure
;or probes detected. The talks the mining rights on Beta Cygni
1.ave been long and laborious. VI. They have been provided
Fhere seems to be a hesitancy with a ship and all the legal and
,n the part of the High Darb to financial power that they need
:onclude the talks. As the to negotiate. I have not been
eader of his people he is the able to get their names. I was
mly person we can deal with, able to find out, however, that
Jecause he is the only one who they will .be meetin.9 with the
1as the right to sign treaties. High Darb in an hour from now."
-he crew has been given shore
''The logical thing to do would
eave and have contactes many be to transport down and see for
,f the planet's population. Until ourselves.''
''Yes, it would Mr. Spock, but
10w, no reason for t,his stalling
ias been discovered. Ensign as Captain I must adhere to the
�hekov has just come aboard regulations set up by the High
_nd claims he knows why we Darb. He will not permit us to
ir-e having difficulty. I've in- · negotiate at this hour. We can
;iructed him to meet me in the only bargain- at certain,
iriefing room along with my specified times, as set down by
their god B-reh. If we violate this
'irst Officer, Mr. Spock."
edict, the doors will close to us,
"Kepten, I'm sure that I know
�hy we ,are having to much and we will lose the dilithieum
rouble with the talks. I was able crystals. I believe the risk is too
Q get friendly with the High high."
"Captain, first, we will not be
)arb's daughter. In a moment of
�·eakrtess she told me why her there to negotiate, only to ob
serve.
Second, we can always
ather isn't in a hurry to sign
claim that it was either a tran
�ilh the Federation. There is
sporter test or malfun-c tion.
,�imeone else negotiating with
_
Since the natives are not yet up
:im for the dilitheum crystals."
· "Did you happen to determine to our level of technology, _they

would not fail to accept our ex
planation," said Mr. Spock.
"Very well, Mr. Spock, we ob
viously can't continue the way
we're going. Let us gci down to
the planet and see 'what we can
see."

••

Approximately an hour later, a
landing party consisting of Cap
tain Kirk, Mr. Spock, Ensign
Chekov, and a security detail,
beamed down. They made their
way to the negotiation hall
without t;,eing seen. They were
able to find a window on a
secluded side of the building
where they could observe.
"Mr. Spock, my information
was correct. There are two of
them," whispered Ensign
Chekov.
·'My eyes are capable of
seeing that. Unfortunately, since
we are seeing their backs, we
cannot determine their iden
tities," answered Mr. Spock.
Several hours passed before
the talks broke up. The crewmen
of the Enterprise could not hear
what was said, so they had to
hide in some bushes at the last
minute. When the two com-

1

peti ng negotiators left, Kirk,
Spock, and Chekov, followed
unseen. When the t,,vd reached a
clearing away from the village,
they activate<!l an automatic
transporter return, and they tur
ned to face their stalkers.
"We can't see you but we
know you are there. If you in
terfere with us the con
sequences will be horrible for
your whole ship. Go on your way
and leave this planet to us. It's
much safer," said the tall one
with the mustache.
"Please' listen to him," said
the short, cunky partner, ··we
can do terrible damage not only
to your ship but to this place as
well."
With that they transported u·p
to their ship.
The look of surprise on Cap
tain Kirk's face was one that a
person would have to travel long
and far to see. It is safe to say
that in his long career he had
never been so surprised before.
"Mr. Spock, Did I see who I
thought I saw?"
"It would to logical to assume
that you did, since I also
recognized those two men. I did
not know they were prone to
violence.''
. �
"That was probably a bluff.
Considering who we are dealing
with. I certainly have trouble
believing anything they say."

-1

"Captain," asked Crewman
Daniel, "Just who are those
two?"
"Those two men are the
largest. pair of troublemakers
this galaxy. has ever seen. Our
co-negotiators are none other
than the galaxy's biggest con
man Harry Mudd and the famous
purveyor' of tribbles. Cyrano
Jones."
·'You have violated the edict
of the Great God Breh!'' It was
the High Darb, and he was·
shouting at the top of his voice.
"Is this how mem.bers of your
Federation respect the words of
our God? Is this how you will
treat us? We will have no more
of you. You, and all of the others
of your ship will be sacrificed to
the Great God Breh tomorrow
evening. Let it be a warning to
all those who would go against
our God's Words' Take them."
So saying, the landing party
fou Qd themselves completely
surrounded by the villagers.
They were marched back to the
village and placed in a jail-like
building. There seemed to be no
way to avoid dying in just
twenty-four hours.
Part II will appear in next week's
issue of The Reporter.

[ ··.. VOTE j
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Faculty .Focus

By Stuart Bio.om

"Extensive study, absent
mindedness,· and craziness are
characteristics· which the
professor often shares with the
student. But does the student
share with the professor his in
tellectual efiort and intense
devotion to a cause?"

"I do strongly advocate that
· Baruch honestly deserves an
image and recognition to be the
instituipn that somewhat care
for the student and business
community."

Dr. Panos Apostolidis, our
assistant professo·r of marketing,
cou Id be described c\S ,an in
tellectually restless'- fellow and a
dissatisfied scholar. He ad
vocates that lor every problem
to be sofyed, every goal to be at
taine<il, and every need to be
satisfied (the vicious c'ircle is
endless) several more always
appear. He left his executive job
in 1966, after ten years of
busine�s experienc�. ext�nsive
travel, challenging respon
'sibilities, and monetary rewards
to, come·to ·the Uniledc.States .to
pursue the things of the mind.

Friedman
Trial
Fiasco_

By Richard, Warren
After an', hour long hearing the
Day Session Disciplinary Com
mittee refused -to "hear further
cnarges" against Mark Fried
man, editor-in-chief of Sentry.
This decision was made after
Friedman's accusor, Ka ren
Gioscia and he-r "counsel,"
Hank Testa, could not produce
evidence to ,back their charge
that Friedmsin had ,ri,i·s ued
student funds.
A statement of the charges
.read by Committee Chairperson
Pierce, accused · Friedman of.
viola !'ion of rules -2 and 4,
misusing stude.n t ,fees and
misrepresenting himself as a
Baruch College student. Ms.
Gioscia immediately stated that
the former charge was the only
one being brought against
Friedman. Specifically, Fried
man was accused of using the
duplicating service for personal
reasons last December, Since
acts were December 1975, and
Friedman was not a student at
the time, the Committee had no
·jurisdiction· in this case,
After a debate over the fitness
of Santos Diaz and Stuart Smith
to sit on the Disciplinary Com
mittee, the trial continued after
both Smith and Diaz stated they
could judge the tri, al fairly. Fried
man's lawyer, Margaret Winter,
then proceeded to ask Gioscia
specifically what "personal use"
Friedman was accused of. Testa
attemp·t ed to answer this
question, 'but Winters insisted
on Giosci.a answering. A debate
resumed over whether Giosciai
could be questioned or whether'
Testa - could answer for her.:
Pierce ruled that Gioscia wouId,
have to answer the question,;
and Gios.cia promptly asked that'
the question be rephrased. She:
finally stated that Friedman,)
while not a student, used the
duplicating service and charged
the expense to the day govern
ment. She claimed this service
was only for Baruch students,.
and stated "anybody should notl
(Continued on Page 9)

work and the things of the
mine.;,
Of Hellenic descent, · Dr.
Apostolidis graduated cum
laude from the University of
received· his
Ath·e ns a
master's digree witfi con
centration in Marketing from the
University of Houston. He was
awarded his PhD degree from
the University of Arkansas,
· College of . Business A d
ministr.ation.
He has served in the Armor
Division of the Army as a
li.eutenant and he was a liaison
officer in the headquarters of
NATO. He speaks· four foreign
languages, and is a ·member of
Beta Gamma Sigma.
Talking about the qualities of
I asked him if he likes his job a teacher, Professor Apostolidis
at Baruch. He replied'. "You said ·that a teach.er serves four'
reminded me-of Zorba when .his markets: the students, the
boss asked him what kind of community, the university, ·and
work he did. · Zorba replied, himself. In other wurds, the
'Listen to him, I have hands, teac_her should grow and make
feet, head, they. do· the job.'. others grow. From the.marketing
Zorba impli�s here that his work viewpoint a teacher should dif
is manual and that he does not ferentiate himself. For- the
need his �ind." Professor university he should publish ar
Apostolidis· says, "I work with ticles, . participate in activitie�.
my mil']d, and J �ve bolt!. my contribute to n-ewspapers, and
,

generally maintain an air of ac- He likes -to bombard his
cessiole aloofness to the � students with readings to
s_tudents. For th� students he motivate them in research, to in
must serve them ·efficiently, im- troduce new literature, and
part his knowledge, and tran- without being limited by the,
scribe his projective thinking to textbook, to make the sessions
them. And, all this with un- interesting. An interesting class,
derstanding,, friendliness, and he says, looks like a co'ncert.
The, conductor is the- teacher,
respect
Dr. Apostolidis is an equal op- the soloist is th� "A" student,
portunity teacher! He says, "In the instruments are the class,
doubt, the, student is always and the music score is the text
book. A'II should be synright."
chronized in order to result in a
His teaching range i s
pleasin-g-symphony of the mind,
analogous to Maria Callas'
not of the ear. This is why his
voice; he teaches many facets of
nickname· ii; ,;The Conductor".
business administration in
Referring to the trends in
clucling marketing, manage
education, ·fie foresees the
ment, marketing research, inter
universities to become "the,
national marketing, and informa
place of the future." He believes,
tion systems. Dr. Apostolidis has
that "there is only one substitute
-eight ·years of· of teaching ex
· for · intelligence; that is courage,
perif;mce. His previous affiliation
and a university shouid teach
was With St. Mar,y's University of
both.'' People will continue
San Antoni'o, Texas..
going to the unive�sities not ex
His _philosophies about lear c-l usively to learn, but• to
ning and methoas of instruction associate, t0 perceive, and to
are realistic.. He says that communicate; they_ will go !or
students 'realistically are the same reasons ·they go today
studying under pressure and to a Health Spa. The difference
that they learn almost one half would _be that they will exercise ,
of the course material in class. their-mi.£1<.ilS instead."
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Portrait Of An Artist
By Murray Sinclair
Bob Yucikas - "Bob" to his
friends - is one Baruchian who
doesn't need career guidance.
An evening student majoring in
Liberal Arts, Bob is already
doing his thing career-wise as
an abstract painter in New
York's newest art colony,
"Soho," near Greenwich village.
·'My studio overlooks the
Bowery," Bob says with a grin.
"A lot of artists live around the
Bowery because the old loft
builc4ngs there sometimes rent
cheap and you can easily turn
them into studios."
Tall enough at 6 foot seven in
ches to be a basketball center
Bob would stand out at Baruch
or anywhere else. He has hazel
gray eyes, the long hair that an
artist is supposed to have, and a
winning smile. He likes to dress

Friedman
Trial Fiasco
(Continued from Page 8)

be able to just walk off the street
and use the duplicating ser
vice." She further stated that it
was students' money that was
used!
In his rebuttal Mark Friedman
called as a witness and
questioned Harry .Gibbs, who
was DSSG President at the time
of the alleged offense. Gibbs
said that Friedman was
authorized by the government to
use the machine. At the time of
the duplications the DSSG was
active in the fight against the
cutbacks, and Friedman was
will i ng to help them with the
dupl ication and distribution of
anti-cutback literature. Friedman
stated that he was acting as a
"messenger" for Gibbs, and
therefore, if there -was any
question as to whether the use
of student fees for this was
justified, then the charges
should be br9ught against
Gibbs. Friedman further stated
that he was on trial, not Gibbs.
Professor Atkins then asked
Testa if he had copies of the
dupliqat'ed documents. Testa
replied he did not have them
with him, but he had them at
home. When asked by Atkins
whether the documents per
tained to the cutbacks, Testa
replied "Some are related to the
cutbacks," but he could not be
sure without checking.
Professor Pierce then an
nounced that the Committee
would meet in private for a few
minutes. Before this ad
journment, Winters made a
motion that the case b e
dismissed due to lack of

$88
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casually in denims and carries a
tote bag.
"I'm not studying art in
Baruch," he said, "but subjects
like mustic, · philosophy and
my
is
Painting
writing.
profession but I don't want t o be
a narrow and limited pe�son."
Bob is a youthful-looking 32.
He took up painting seriously at
nineteen after toying with the
evidence. The Committee then
adjourned the hearing and met
privately for about five minutes.
Pierce then said the case was
dismissed due to lack of
eyidence; howe ver, if the
evidence is provided in the
future, then the charges can be
made again.
Opposition to the latter part of
that decision was very vocal and
an irate Carlyle Thornhill asked,
"What protection is offered to
Mark so he can't be brought
here again." He further said that
under rulings like this one Fried
man can be brought to trial
numerous times. He also said
that having to appear at this
hearing was a hardship on Mark,
and he should not have to be
made to go through it again or;i
the account of his accusors r,ot
providing the evidence. Winters
also expressed this sentiment,
and stated "These c.harges
should be dismissed."
The Committee's decision will
stand.

idea of becoming a physicist.
Theatre Review:
"But I wasn't really interested
in physics," he reminisces. "I
studied the subject but my heart
wasn't in it. I had to find myself.
When I started painting, I had
Two productions worthy of tensions at being warriors. The
the answer."
Bob considers himself an your interest are David Rabe's action of the play is an unfold
directed by Mike ing of sexual identity and desire
"Streamers,"
original painter who developed
his own style which features ab Nichols, at the Mitzi NewHouse in a climate of fear and sup
stract subjects. He doesn't go Theater, Lincoln Center, 65th pressed emotions. In tragic
for landscapes, portraits or still Street and Amsterdam Avenue comic ways, the play explores
in Manhattan, and Tom Cole;s the interrelationships among
life artistry. Why?
"Because I want my paintings "Medal of Honor Rag," directed military machismo, male sexual
to be creative in the pure sense by David Chambers, at the identity, and the overflowing of
of the word not just imitations of Theater De Lys,. 121 Christopher fear into violence. The play's
something that already exists in Street in Greenwich Village, title refers to an Army Airborne
nature," he explains. "By Ticket prices range from $5.50 song dedicated to those
Rangers who find themselves
sticking to abstract painting, I'm to $10.00.
"Streamers" is set in an Army tumbling through space with
free to create my subjects. So
what I paint doesn't have to be barracks in Virginia in 1965. defective parachutes, looking
Three room-mates, two straight like streamers falling from the
real or even explainable. Just,
esthetically satisfying to the · and one· gay, joke, tease, and sky. The first line goes
tempt each other as they "Beautiful streamers, open for
viewer."
At his studio in Soho, Bob anxiously try to cope with the me... "
"Medal of Honor Rag" is a
turns out in an average year many fears that beset their lives:
about 75 canvases. Like most of the ever-present threat of orders .play based on the true story of a
his fellow artists, he makes for Vietnam, the two alcoholic black soldier from Detroit who
regular rounds of the local· career ser-gean,ts who taunt received the Medal of Honor for
galleries. For the unknown ar them for their inexperience in going berserk in Vietnam and
tist, gallery exhibits of his work battle, the sexual ambiguity of killing about thirty Vietnamese
are the path to fame and fortune relationships in an all-male Communists after witnessing the
society, and the heavy presence fiery death of his closest bud
in the professional art world.
"Some galleries rip off a forty of · an angry, paranoic street dies in a burning, blown-up
percent commission when they dude whose proclivity for real tank. For this act of "heroism,"
v,iolence mocks their boyish pre(Continued on Page 10)
get a buyer for your paintings,"
Bob says ruefully. "So you have
to keep busy and try to get as
many exhibits as you can."
Wh.ile his basic commitment is
to his art, Bob hopes for even
tual public recognition. Mean
while, he manages to make it as
Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
a member of New York's
home study materials. Courses lhat are constanily updaled. Centers
estimated 50,000-member art
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
profession. Sometimes his ab
� ;�:�s �����s lai� �o: � �;_of supplementary mater•als. Make-ups tor
le
i
a r ne
stract paintings bring in the long
bread and Bob has tasted the
good life of travel to faraway
During Intersession
places - England, Fran•ce,
Flexible Programs and°Hours
� . �
Spain, Italy, and even Japan.
"But New York is the
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sre�test," he says wLtl:rl feeling.

"It's the art center of the modern
wor l d. There's just no place like
it."
Bob thinks Bar.uch College is
the greatest, too.
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Make your summer count

at NYU

Increase your professional skills.
Earn degree credit. Broaden �our horiz��s.

Come to New York University this
Mail the Coupon Today
summer . You'll find yourself in the com
for the 1976 Summer �ulletin.
pany of more than 13,000 other students
NYU's summer sessions include:
from all over America-and from foreign
countries too-who know the summer is
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HEALTH,
too precious to waste.
NURSING, AND ARTS PROFESSIONS: Over
You can choose from over 1,000
400 courses leading to S.S., A.M., Ph.D., and
courses and workshops, ranging from
Ed.D. degrees; professional workshops;
opporlun ities for study abroad.
English literature to computer program
ming to the performing arts. There are
OF ARTS AND SCIENCE: Over 150
COLLEGE
music and art courses that make full use
undergraduate courses in humanities, natural
of New York's great concert halls and
and social sciences, languages-with special
museums; graduate and undergraduate
. emphas is on preprofessional needs.
degree courses; even programs of
GRADUATE SCHO0L OF ARTS AND
summer study in Europe, Asia, or the
SCIENCE: You can earn a master's.degree
Middle East.
through summer sludy only in field biology and
Courses run from three to eight weeks,
ecology, English, French (Paris and New York).
meeting at convenient day or evening
history, linguistics, and Spanish (Madrid and
hours. Most classes are held at NYU's
New York). Additional graduate courses in 24
Washington Square Center in the heart
other areas of lhe liberal arts and sciences.
of Greenwich Village-which comes fully
alive in summer, with all its colorful side
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC
walk cafes, art exhibits, and little th�atres.
ADMINISTRATION: Career preparation-for
All around you are the freedom and variety undergraduates and adults in accounting,
management, marketing, economics, banking,
of New York City itself.
finance, ana quantitative analysis.
. SPECIAL COLLEGE COURSES FOR
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS: If you·ve
compleled at least your junior year, you
can preview college this July at NYU.
Choose among 13 courses, from drawing
to psychology to cinema-all open
exclusively to high school sludents or
recent graduates. Earn up to 6 college
credits. Check appropriate box in coupon.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION: Courses leading to M.8.A.,

M.S .. and Ph.D. degrees. pl us nondegree
programs for professionals.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION: Courses in publ ic admin·

istration; urban planning; urban public policy:
health policy . planning, and administralion;
and publ ic policy.

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS: Graduate and under
graduate courses arid workshops in film,
·television, design. cinema studies, dance,
drama, acting. and directi ng. For degree and
nondegree students.
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORI(: Graduate
courses for degree and nondegree
studenls. Workshops for professionals in
clinical and administrative areas.

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION:

More than 85 noncredit courses and work
shops in liberal studies, foreign languages,
business and management, and college prep.
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS: A program
of independent study, internships, and
fiel d�ork leading to lhe A.8. degree.

For full information, call .(212) 265-4444
or mail coupon today. Please check boxes
indicating your particular interest.

r-�----------�---
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Music Explosion
By Dennis Brya!lt Boyd
The Supremes·. have been
around for more than a decade
and they !:lave als o undergone
many pers onnel changes. Cindy
Birds oi:,g replaced the late
Florence Ballard, Jean Terrell
replaced Diana Ros s, Linda
. Laurence replaced Cindy Bir
dsong, Sherie Payne r�placed
Jeafl Terrell, Cindy Birdsong
rejoined th·e group, replacing
Linda Lawrence, and now. she is
replaced by Susaye Greene.
Whew!
After two and a .half years,
Motown finally releas ed an
album (1975) entitled The
Supremes. It was n't up to par as
their other ,previous releas es,
because the arrangements were
poorly done, and the songs
lacked ins trumentation.
Now after a year The
Supremes have emerged with
anoth.er album -entitled "Hi@h•·
Energy," produced by their
original songwri•ters Holland
Dozier-Holland. It's their best
album to date since the constant
pers onnel changes. Side one is
disco oriented and side two is
for easy-lis tening. I must com
pliment Sherie Payne on her
magflificent, · voice. She's the
bes t thing that has happened to
The- Supremes. Side one begins
with "High Energy," tmis song
has a long introdu
, ction tt:iat
builds up to a monologue by
Mary Wils on (the only original
member) in a s0ft sexy voice.
TheR it goes directly into a
heavy disco beat· with Sherie
i"ayne stepping into the leading
vocals, and then The Supremes
blending with sensational har
mony (High Energgggy .. ..);
this song will become a ·disco
·standard. Next is· a cu-t called
''I'm Gonna L'et My Heart Do tlile
Walking." AgaiR · Sherie does the
lead, only this time using l:ler
voice with rriore impact. Tl:lis is _
the .-song to k<eep an eye on. I
have already predicted it as an
instant mit. "Only You," and
"Y0u Keep Me Moving ·o·n,"
close side Ol']e. Both tracks have
a fast pace to them and are
wor·th listening to.
$ide two begins with an old
....DioRne W a-r wick s tandard,
"Don't Let My Teardrops Bother
You," which sounds like early
,Supremes. Mary Wilson takes
over lead on a medley entitled,
''Till The Boat Sails Away"/ I
Don't Want To Los e You"
(longest cut). Again Mary Wils on
shows her ability to take over
the spotlight. The album closes
with " You're What' s Missing l.n
My Life," which may be culled
from the album 'as another
possibility for a single.
l'his is One G,irl
Madeline Bell Pye (12128)
Madeline Bell has oeen
around for quite sometime, but
she
has never received the
recogflition she deserves. For
many years she and Mary
Clayton were considered the top
"session women." After ''I'm
Gonna Make You Love Me," a
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number one hit for tier,Madeline
weflt over to England to make
her hom13. After a long rest
Madeline Bell has come back
wlth an awakening album. She's
superb when it comes to singiRg
ballads . "Yol!l Got What It
Takes," and "I Think I'm Getting
Over You." Also-on the album is
"That's The Way I Like It" and
· '•'Dance Dance! Dance!" This
.could be the al!Dum to bre-ak the
ice for Madeline 'Bell.
"Love Me By Name,'' Lesley
Gore
A & M SP-4564
The "It's My Party," lady is '
r.ecognizable on "lmorta"lity,"
bu\ SU pe,rb Q U i ncy Jone s
production s urrounds Ms. eiore
with strong, tu II arrangements
ar;id contempo. r ary rh,y t.m m s 
dis co and otherwise. The writing
(along with Ellen Wes ton) has
matur.ed and the title track,
"Along
the
Way,"
and
"Paranoia " offer a new woman.
"Stin@way," 'Joe Cocker
A & M SP-4574
Cocker
may
have , hi' s
problems oR the road, out he
still knows how to put togetfler a
hell of al album. Rob Fiaboni's
production is not as lush as Jim
Puce's, and Ifie material is a lit
tle r�ugher, too. DylaR' s "Tlile
Man In Me" is done ir;i the
reggae beat and 00th the· Mat
thew Moore and Bobby Charles
SO fl§§ are excel.lently . in
terpreted:
6Iton John's newest album is
a d'ou.ble album reGo�ded live or;i
his last tour. It is entitled "Here

Review:

.
ar;id There. " Wings will be per
forming at Madison Square Gar
_den May 24 and 25 . . John
Sebastian ex-lead singer of Ifie
Lovin' Spoonful has been in
seclus ion for awhile now he's
back witm a million ·seller en
titled
"Welcome • Baek
' wh.ich is a bullet on all the
charts . The Doobie Bros ., in ef
fort to get close to Mae West,
have extended the actress an in
vitation to imtroduce them at
three of their Calif. dates
....New Releases
, "ILLEGALSTIU.,S,"
Stephen
Stills ... ''Love Me By Nallile,''
Leslie Gone
"Blow Your
Face Out, " J. <3eils Band.
"No Way Back," The Dell s
"Live i;!nd Livin@ In Color." To of
Power
New Album Releases.
Nancy Wilson "This Mother;s
Daughter" (Capitol), New Bob
Marley and the Wailers (Island),
Rollir;ig Stones - "Black &
White" Roll'ing Stones) and
James Taylor "In the- Pocket." .
Did You Hea·r?
·Rod St'ewart's latest album ef
fort ·:Night On 'The' Towr;i," will
be released shortly
Salsa
featuring The Foflica All Star
Revue doing well at the Em
bass y Theater
Shirley
MacLaine doing .a live album for
her debut at The "Palace for
Columbia ..... In May, look for
new Jethro Tull "Too Old to
Rock 'n Roll: To Young to Die,"
Todd' Rundgen "Faithful," John
SelDastian ,,'Welcome !alack," and
the New. Isley Br-others

BasebaH Books

By TOM DIPASQUA
In the spring a young man's
fancy turn·s to-love andI baseball
(not always in that order). With
_this, im mind I h,ive..prepared a
list of some of the better basebai'I books available this year.
"Dynasty " (Prentice-Halli) by
Peter Golenbock is the story of
the Yankees circa 1948-1964
when, as one Dodger sports
writer pt1ts it, "rooting for tme
Yankees was like rootiRg for
U.S. Steel."
"My Life in Ba,seball'l (Double
day & Co.) by Frank Robinson
and Al Silverman ,-is ir;iteresting
but not current.
Whefl Hammering Hank hit
Number 715 a rash of books on
Babe Ruth ca� out. The best of
the crop are "Babe Autin and the
Americafl Dream" by Ken Sobel
(Random House). "Babe, tl:le
Legend C9mes to Life" by,
Ro_b ert Creamer (Simon &
Schuster) and "The Life That
Ruth Built" (Oue1drangle N.Y.
Times 800k Co.) which is the
definitive book 6n Rutn's life.
Either by accident or design
Marshall Smelser has written the
mos t ambitious work ever on
afly major, American sports
figure.
For statistics freaks there's
Earnsliaw Cooks "Percentage
Bas eball" (M.I.T. Priess) and
---M-ac milla.D s
Baseball • Encyci°opedi-a:· There---are --·two
editions of the Encyclopedia,
1969 and 1973. When one con
siders that the Mets woR pen
nants in both thos e years,
perhaps big t-,,1ac should come
out with an edition every year.
The University of Oklahoma
has pwblished an excellent two
volume hi story of baseball that
unfortunately goe s only Up-Until
the mid-nineteen sixties.

W.pon findin@ 0ut that Johr;i
MGCallum was,wrsiting the s tory
of mis life, Ty Cobb was sup
posed to have commented 'Tlifl
not apolo@i?ing for my. ways. It's
too late for that. All I ask is
when you get ready to tel.I your
version of my story tell the
whole·t�1:1ty." "Ty Cobb" tells the
whele truth and is still an ugly
story of a human being wno,
among other thin@s took great
pleasure iR SJ:>iking his op
ponents.

Crossvvorcl

ACROSS

36 At - length
38 Carney

39 Rus·sian r.:u.ler,
40 Titl.es for Queeg
and 81igh (abbr.)
42 Cla irvoy-ants

!� �!:��I�.

}o��::�t
(2 wds.)
49 Mfi nnative vote

' Currant-Nut Icing
4 1/2 cups of confectioner's
sugar

50 0'Sri.en
51 Ethel Waters' song
(2 wds.)
58 Vibrant
59 Gi'rl 's name or
flower
60 Mr. Knievel
62 Fairous lover
63 Segmei\t
64 Car-ni val amusement
65 �it·eher.s
66 OgAe.s
67 - machi_ne

3 Money, in Milan
4 Princess Grace's
land

12 Stone heap
13 0ur.ved letter
2J 11 - Tora, Tora 11
22 Self
25 - vote
26 City d•n Arizona
27 Fluff one's hair
28 More infrequent
29 Wa.ter marrmal
30 Part of a
staiir.way
31 Dis·toi,t
32 Pouch
35 Spanis� lady(abbr.)
37 Spend the night
·(2 wds. )'
4i Hi -fi sets
43 MeaJis
44 Jiff.
47 Milton Berle, e.g.
48 More
51 - b'urn

6 "It's a 1sin to
teill' -"

53 Expression qf
surpr.ise

DC:lWN
1 War casualty
2 cher-e�oughta be

5 Aquatic measur-e (p·l.)52 '.'- on my hands"

7 Hoofed animal
8 Ba l'kan
9 Keyboard notes
(2-wds.)
10 Take care of in
ad,.,anee
11 "It's ------- game''

F0r· �tuder;its or;i .a 0uC1lget, Ifie·
Sports Illustrated Book Gll!lb
\Camp Hi'II, Pa.) offers an ir;iex
pensiv.e wa,y ·to bwild ·a sports
library. It is nice to know that
s ports writerrs ar,e finally cat
ching up to the s0phistieated ·
awdienc;;es tl:lat want good s po�ts
writing.

What's Cooking?

This is r favorite recipe of
Angelita Findlay.
·
Carrot-Pineapple
·
Buntlt
Cake
.
cups of s ifted flour
� u s
2 �s : ci��;�or;i
1 1/2 tsp .baking s oda
1' tsp salt
1 tsp baking powder
1 can (8 3/4 oz) crushed pimeap·
. pie
2 cups raw carrots, grated ar;id
loosely packed ·
3 eggs, beaten
1 1/2,cup ·said, oil (cris c.o oil)
2 tsp vanilla
1 1./2 cups finely chopped nuts
Gread and lightly flour Sundt
pan. Mix together cake flour,
sugar cinnamon, baking soda,
salt and baking powder. C:Jraifl
pineapple, saving 9yrup. Add
pineapple syrup to dry mixture;
add eggs, oil and vanilla. Beat 3
minutes . SHr ifl pineapple
carrots and nl!lts. Bake at :325 for
about 1 1/4· hours. Cool 10
minutes in pan before un
molding. Frost with currants nut
icing.

,

l - Beach.
5 Cr.azes
9 .Quickly
14 Sundry assortment
15 Away from the wind
16 Misses in Madrid
(abbr.)
17 Caution
18 Row of seats
l 91 lhose who inherit
20 D_amaged by rai'n-,
wind, etc:.
23 Dove's sound
24 Andmal's noise
25 Hitler's "Brown
. Shirts·" (,2 wds.)
32 Female holy person
(abbr.)
33 Take -(sit down)
34 Leaves port

Wi�some R. Henry

1 kg . (8 .l'lz.) soft c;eam ctieese
114P cup b_utter
2 tbsp. milk
2 tbs !') vanilla
114 cup chop, ped walnu-ts
�/4 cup c_urrnnts
. .
Plump currrants by s0akrng_ 1n
1 /4 cup of _hot water for five
minutes. Drain well. Beat sug_ar,
cream cheese, milk and van-ilia
together until s mooth. Fcold In
walnuts ar;id cl!J•rrants . Spread
over c0oled . Sundt Cake.
R�duce this recipe by half and
don t add m1l_k to recipe. Aft�r
1crng cake, place ii 11'1 Hie
ref·rigerator to harden tlile Icing.
Lots of Luek.
(Apq/9gies to Winsome),
n: :key Dressing
4 eggs
1/2 cup chopped celery
1 cup uncooked popcorn
4 cups biead crumbs
1/2 cup onion soup
seasoning to taste
Beat the eggs and add other
ingredients. Stuff turkey, bake at
375 degrees for 3 hours, then
get the liell out of the kitcher,i
because the stuffing will blow
the turkey's ass right out of t_he

.

5�

55
56
57
58
611

Fay of. "Kang Kong"
fame
I rei ana
SataniG
€hange the dec:or
- you iis-tening,/:
Rer.mit

Theatre Rev.iew
(Continued from Page 9)

he was personally rewar-de@ 0y
LBJ with his nati©fl's higlilest
llili'litaty award. lIn tme JDlay we
meet the mero: kn0tted l!lP. by
feelings of grief, @Uil
d witli
out directioR, livin§ citJt mis
· nigh-tmare• in the ps yi;;miatric
ward 0f Valley l"or@e Army
Hos pital ir;i Penns ylvar;iia. 1,n
building up to tl:le endin@ - a
gripping ir;idictmer;it 0f the myp
ocrisy of war and war-makers the interactiofl of tlile "bero"
wit_h his psychiatrist \a f.lolis b
Jewish -eseapee from Hitler'§
camps) comprises ttie action of
the play, as psychiG facades are
s tripped away, lay,er. by lay.e�.
until I.he raw human feelings
emerges amd we, along with the
characters, are c0nfr0nted with
the reality of tJ;Je wagies of war.
"S'trearrners" will run until May
30-, an@ am extensi0n of its rwn is
possible. "Med
. al 01 Honor Rag"
left tl:le Tmeater DeLys to be@in a
tour on May 2, 0ut I'm sure it will
be availabl, e to New Yro,rk
audiences again,so keep an eye
cwt for it.
Both o.f .these plays speak very
cogently and articulatey to the
experience ar;id conGlitioR et the.
, Vietnam·era veteran. To anyone n
who desires to better under- 1
s tand this ' @eneration of soldiers <
and,' to experieri-2:'e good theater
at the same time, I would highly
recommend these two plays .
Bob Georgia ,
Veterans Coordir;iator
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Wingfield Is An Autocrat-Editor
By Winsome R. Henry
Inner discipline,
determination, perseverance and
strong motivation are some of
the basic qualities of Derrick
White, outgoing Editor-in-Chief
of The Reporter.
"I became interested in The
Reporter because I didn't like
the direction in which the paper
was heading," said Derrick in a
recent interview. "I thought that
the paper had lost its influence,
and too few students were in
volved with. I think a school
paper should be a vehicle to ex
pose talents, and means by
which students can express
their views," he said.
Derrick feels that The Repor
ter has improved and many
students agree that it has
achieved success. For success,
according
to
a
famous
psychologist, Dr. James Comer,
is not necessarily fame or
money or even excellence. It is
basically the achievement of
goals that one has set up for on
self. The- accomplishment of
aims by an individual that are
perhaps important only to him
and to no one else.
Well, Derrick set himself goals
and according to him they were
modest ones, and with the ex
ception of a few, he has
achieved most of them.
His goals were:
1. To obtain an office for The
Reporter. one which would be
:>pen and available to the
students.
2. To regain the newspaper's
nfluence of previ_ous years.
3. To acquire a staff so that
·he paper would not be a onenan organiza\ion. ·
4. To get the paper involved
n other activities not just repor
lng the news.
5. To establish a darR room in
>rder to develop the paper's
>wn pictures and to encourage
;tudents to learn photography.
6. To obtain necessary equip
ment.
With the exception of one
najor goal, the dark room, all
,ave been achieved. T.he Repor
:er has sponsored a Journalism
3eminar, a Photo Exhibition, an
�ssay Competition, and it will be
,ponsoring an evening of poetry
·eading May 14.
Staff and ESSA
Derrick is enthusiastic about
:t-le staff which has grown from.3
:o 22. He cal.led them a "won
j_ertul set of people who have
�o-operated and supported me."
V,any. he said have sacrificed a
iot by giving up their Friday
venings in order to attend
,1eetings; and in addition to
tt-leir school work many have
,vritten weekly articles tor the
paper. He also commended the
1·v ening Session Student
:..ssembly which has supported
iRe paper by allocating money.
-ihey (assemblypersons) _have
either interferea nor influenced
Jhe running of the· paper and
·,ave only given constructive
;:;riticisms when the need <!rose,"
..errick said. He is also grateful
fq Mr. Donal Higgins who has
en of much help. "Don has
"!YOrked far beyond the call of
duty" he said.

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
-iiRECTOR Y" How .and where to buy
•ollSands of articles at a fraction of
riginal cost including: jeeps. motoi
-ti:tes. scooters, aircraft, boats, musical°
�t�ments, calculators, typewriters,
,oth1ng, etc.
.. Send SI .50 Marlcscolor Labs, Box
�.!> Glen Cove. N.Y. 11542

Most of the members of ad
ministration have not been
receptive to evening students,"
Derrick noted. "They tail to

realize that the rules that apply
to day students do not
necessarily apply to those in the
evening. President Wingfield is
becoming an autocrat" he
asserted. He has become too in-

volved with the problems of day
session students. He simply
does not understand students
and has adopted a "stern
father" image which does not fit
a President. Derrick feels that
the President should be less
condescending in general, and
more visible in the evening.

too much. They expect a paper
every. week; they want to be en
tertained periodically yet most of
them will not lift a linger to help.
They tend to forget that the few
students who are involved in ex
tracurricular activities are in
identical situations with lull-time
jobs, families and school wor-k.
The President, on the other Lack of time is usually the ex
hanq, has been very effective in cuse, but Derrick feels that the
putting across to the Mayor and man reason is that they jus\
don't want to get involved.
the public the importance of
DSSG
Baruch College to the City
He is also concerned with
University system.
what is happening within the
Derrick is very perturbed
about the ominous trend of the Day Session Student Govern
administration in allowing Aaron ment. The students have missed
Sklar who has not been recep the main purpose for which they
tive to students, the power to in were elected. Present problems
fluence the disbursement of could be resolved ii they woulcl
act rationally and responsibly
student funds. "It's very up
· and would respect each others
setting that a man who has
views.
neither been elected by the
CUNY Crisis
students nor selected by them
should exercise control over
The Editor also commented
student funds," he declared. ·on the C.U.N.Y. crisis. He said
"He is not even known to most \hat the situation is very serious,
of the students," he added. "The and it is possible that tuition will
recent fiscal guidelines are be imposed in the I tall. He
.
much too restrictive," he asser doesn't,
however, appreciate the
ted, "especially with reference attitucfa·of some ,bf the teachers
to charges for public speakers." who have been telling the
Baruch Students
students that twi ion will
j
He then
criticized ,the definitely be introt:Juced, a
, students whom he says, expect demoralizing approach.

Derrick has been involved in
student activities since he came
to Baruch four years ago. He is
a member of B.L.A.C.K. for
which he was treasurer for two
years and now is a member of
the Evening Session Student
Assembly.
Academic;ally, he has main
tained a good average in spite
of his activities, and his name
has been on the Dean's List
since he came to Baruch. He
was also invited · to become a
member of Sigma Alpha Delta,
the evening session honor
society. He rejected the in
vitation because he does not
like socieities or an organization
where only few can become
members based on academic
performance.
''I do admire Sigma Alpha," he
hastened to add, "and I think
that they have contributed a lot
to the school."
will
be
Derrick
Well,
graduating in August and the
Baruch community will certainly
miss him.
.
6errick is from Jamaica· in the
West Indies, however,
he has no
.
immediate plans to return home.
After graduating, he ...-hopes to
take it easy to_r a while then go
to graduate or law school.

The Design-ers et Models Club
Presents

( Of Fas hion, Music, Drama, Daf'.'ce & C omedy·)
Directed By Rome Neal

8d@�E5[Il .Es0���e,t5
��881?0@���
*

At:

c.
� �
.

�O
MAY Q[J
ST, ,·975, FR I DAY
Show time: 7:30PM
Ticket s $2_50 with Baruch ·1 D
$3 without
To BEPAID in ADVANCE

T his .show

Lexingto n�
cor.
t,
23rd St.
N·Y:C
will. be a,

Special Tribute
i_ a_na
T_
_ R
_ _o_s_s____..
1- o_:__D

*..-------------,
THE Five Finalist,
&

wi_nner of The Miss Baruch
Contest will Be Announced

Directions:

Train:
Take Lexington Ave Express To 14th ST.
Then Take The Local To
RD ST.
��

Car:
RD ST.
Take F.D.". Drive To ���

Ou

For Ticket informat�on ca·11: · Rome -�69-9825 After 8:00
Ticket Booth L ocated �
,

=1

Oscar-699-166.3 After 4:00
Lexing�or, Ave in Front of Auditorium
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. ·THE ANNUAL BANQUET OF
1

THE' ACCOUNTING SOCIE'IY
, . , . WILL TAKE PLACE . · .
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1976
, IN 'IHE OAK,.LOUNGE · , .· • ..
OF THE SIUDEN� · CEN1'ER. , .
.... ·, FROM 5-6 PM.-:.· ,·... ••.
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